
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 2090
This is Lin Ziming’s first attack on Adam.
His movements are wide open and close, making people look like a big axe,
slashing towards Adam, so overbearing, so indomitable, and so shocking.
At this moment, Lin Ziming once again entered an extremely pure fighting
form. He didn’t think about anything in his mind, and he had only one
purpose, which was to do his best to give full play to all his strength. Cutting
Adam under the horse, as to how difficult it is, this is not within his scope of
consideration.
Adam felt his state, and his face changed again. Since there was an
indescribable jealousy, his scalp was a little numb, Lin Ziming at this time
really brought him a threat.
“Oh shit!”
He scolded heavily and was very upset in his heart. However, in the face of
this situation, he could not continue to complain. In any case, he was a
strong man in the realm of gods. As the strongest man in the beautiful
country, he It is absolutely impossible to shrink back, and absolutely cannot
allow the defeat to Lin Ziming to happen!
With a hum, his whole body shook, and his eyes became sharp again. The
original red eyes became golden again, and even the whites of the eyes in
his pupils were also condensed into golden. It looked like the God of War
descended from the earth.
He spit out the words “seeking death” from his mouth, without backing up,
and fighting with Lin Ziming.
When their fists and feet collided, a huge movement occurred again, and the
situation where even the space was torn apart, happened again.
Bang bang bang…
They kept fighting against each other, wandering quickly on this small
island, it seemed that what they had hit was an earth-shattering, landslide
and tsunami.
The original area of   this small island was actually not small, but it
seemed that it could not withstand the damage caused by Lin Ziming and
Adam, and it made a sound of unbearable support.
Moreover, the surrounding lake, under the battle between Lin Ziming and
Adam, also produced various waves, oscillating towards the surroundings.
It can be said that this is an extremely shocking picture.
This is beyond the scope of the innate realm masters can understand, seeing
everyone present is shocking, and at the same time extremely excited.
For them, this level of battle is a sort of reorganization of the three views
and a brand new experience. If it weren’t for Lin Ziming to challenge Adam
and declare the world, they would never see a battle of this scale in their
entire lives.
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That small island was already unable to withstand the ravages of Adam and
Lin Ziming. The altitude continued to sink. Less than ten minutes later, half
of the small island had sunk into the lake. This phenomenon, so The impact
is that the sea level of the lake has risen, the lake water has risen by several
meters, and the lake water has spread to the shore of the lake!
“This, this…this is really a fight between gods!”
“It took less than ten minutes to kill the island by half. If this continues, the
island will be beaten every minute!”
“Shenzhen Realm…Is this the power of a strong God’s Realm? Horror, it’s
really horrible!”
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